In many review classification applications, a fine-grained analysis of the reviews is desirable, because different segments (e.g., sentences) of a review may focus on different aspects of the entity in question. However, training supervised models for segment-level classification requires segment labels, which may be more difficult or expensive to obtain than review labels. In this paper, we employ Multiple Instance Learning (MIL) and use only weak supervision in the form of a single label per review. First, we show that when inappropriate MIL aggregation functions are used, then MIL-based networks are outperformed by simpler baselines. Second, we propose a new aggregation function based on the sigmoid attention mechanism and show that our proposed model outperforms the state-of-theart models for segment-level sentiment classification (by up to 9.8% in F1). Finally, we highlight the importance of fine-grained predictions in an important public-health application: finding actionable reports of foodborne illness. We show that our model achieves 48.6% higher recall compared to previous models, thus increasing the chance of identifying previously unknown foodborne outbreaks.
Introduction
Many applications of text review classification, such as sentiment analysis, can benefit from a finegrained understanding of the reviews. Consider the Yelp restaurant review in Figure 1 . Some segments (e.g., sentences or clauses) of the review express positive sentiment towards some of the items consumed, service, and ambience, but other segments express a negative sentiment towards the price and food. To capture the nuances expressed in such reviews, analyzing the reviews at the segment level is desirable.
In this paper, we focus on segment classification when only review labels-but not segment labels-are available. The lack of segment labels prevents the use of standard supervised learning approaches. While review labels, such as userprovided ratings, are often available, they are not directly relevant for segment classification, thus presenting a challenge for supervised learning.
Existing weakly supervised learning frameworks have been proposed for training models such as support vector machines (Andrews et al., 2003; Yessenalina et al., 2010; Gärtner et al., 2002) , logistic regression (Kotzias et al., 2015) , and hidden conditional random fields (Täckström and McDonald, 2011) . The most recent state-ofthe-art approaches employ the Multiple Instance Learning (MIL) framework (Section 2.2) in hierarchical neural networks (Pappas and Popescu-Belis, 2014; Kotzias et al., 2015; Angelidis and Lapata, 2018; Pappas and Popescu-Belis, 2017; Ilse et al., 2018) . MIL-based hierarchical networks combine the (unknown) segment labels through an aggregation function to form a single review label. This enables the use of ground-truth review labels as a weak form of supervision for training segment-level classifiers. However, it remains unanswered whether performance gains in current models stem from the hierarchical struc-ture of the models or from the representational power of their deep learning components. Also, as we will see, the current modeling choices for the MIL aggregation function might be problematic for some applications and, in turn, might hurt the performance of the resulting classifiers.
As a first contribution of this paper, we show that non-hierarchical, deep learning approaches for segment-level sentiment classification -with only review-level labels-are strong, and they equal or exceed in performance hierarchical networks with various MIL aggregation functions.
As a second contribution of this paper, we substantially improve previous hierarchical approaches for segment-level sentiment classification and propose the use of a new MIL aggregation function based on the sigmoid attention mechanism to jointly model the relative importance of each segment as a product of Bernoulli distributions. This modeling choice allows multiple segments to contribute with different weights to the review label, which is desirable in many applications, including segment-level sentiment classification. We demonstrate that our MIL approach outperforms all of the alternative techniques.
As a third contribution, we experiment beyond sentiment classification and apply our approach to a critical public health application: the discovery of foodborne illness incidents in online restaurant reviews. Restaurant patrons increasingly turn to social media-rather than official public health channels-to discuss food poisoning incidents (see Figure 1 ). As a result, public health authorities need to identify such rare incidents among the vast volumes of content on social media platforms. We experimentally show that our MIL-based network effectively detects segments discussing food poisoning and has a higher chance than all previous models to identify unknown foodborne outbreaks.
Background and Problem Definition
We now summarize relevant work on fully supervised (Section 2.1) and weakly supervised models (Section 2.2) for segment classification. We also describe a public health application for our model evaluation (Section 2.3). Finally, we define our problem of focus (Section 2.4).
Fully Supervised Models
State-of-the-art supervised learning methods for segment classification use segment embedding techniques followed by a classification model. During segment encoding, a segment s i = (x i1 , x i2 , . . . , x iN i ) composed of N i words is encoded as a fixed-size real vector h i ∈ R using transformations such as the average of word embeddings (Wieting et al., 2015; Arora et al., 2017) , Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) (Wieting and Gimpel, 2017; Yang et al., 2016) , Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) (Kim, 2014) , or self-attention blocks (Devlin et al., 2019; Radford et al., 2018) . We refer to the whole segment encoding procedure as h i = ENC(s i ). During segment classification, the segment s i is assigned to one of C predefined classes [C] := {1, 2, . . . , C}. To provide a probability distribution p i = p 1 i , . . . , p C i over the C classes, the segment encoding h i is fed to a classification model: p i = CLF(h i ). Supervised approaches require ground-truth segment labels for training.
Weakly Supervised Models
State-of-the-art weakly supervised approaches for segment and review classification employ the Multiple Instance Learning (MIL) framework (Zhou et al., 2009; Pappas and Popescu-Belis, 2014; Kotzias et al., 2015; Pappas and Popescu-Belis, 2017; Angelidis and Lapata, 2018) . In contrast to traditional supervised learning, where segment labels are required to train segment classifiers, MILbased models can be trained using review labels as a weak source of supervision, as we describe next.
MIL is employed for problems where data are arranged in groups (bags) of instances. In our setting, each review is a group of segments: r = (s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s M ). The key assumption followed by MIL is that the observed review label is an aggregation function of the unobserved segment labels: p = AGG(p 1 , . . . , p M ). Hierarchical MIL-based models ( Figure 2 ) work in three main steps: (1) encode the review segments into fixed-size vectors h i = ENC(s i ), (2) provide segment predictions p i = CLF(h i ), and (3) aggregate the predictions to get a review-level probability estimate p = AGG(p 1 , . . . , p M ). Supervision during training is provided in the form of review labels. Different modeling choices have been taken for each part of the MIL hierarchical architecture. Kotzias et al. (2015) encoded sentences as the in- ternal representations of a hierarchical CNN that was pre-trained for document-level sentiment classification (Denil et al., 2014) . For sentence-level classification, they used logistic regression, while the aggregation function was the uniform average. Popescu-Belis (2014, 2017) employed Multiple Instance Regression, evaluated various models for segment encoding, including feed forward neural networks and Gated Recurrent Units (GRUs) (Bahdanau et al., 2015) , and used the weighted average for the aggregation function, where the weights were computed by linear regression or a one-layer neural network. Angelidis and Lapata (2018) proposed an end-to-end Multiple Instance Learning Network (MILNET), which outperformed previous models for sentiment classification using CNNs for segment encoding, a softmax layer for segment classification, and GRUs with attention (Bahdanau et al., 2015) to aggregate segment predictions as a weighted average. Our proposed model (Section 4) also follows the MIL hierarchical structure of Figure 2 for both sentiment classification and an important public health application, which we discuss next.
Foodborne Illness Discovery in Online Restaurant Reviews
Health departments nationwide have started to analyze social media content (e.g., Yelp reviews, Twitter messages) to identify foodborne illness outbreaks originating in restaurants. In Chicago ( ), text classification systems have been successfully deployed for the detection of social media documents mentioning foodborne illness. (Figure 1 shows a Yelp re-view discussing a food poisoning incident.) After such social media documents are flagged by the classifiers, they are typically examined manually by epidemiologists, who decide if further investigation (e.g., interviewing the restaurant patrons who became ill, inspecting the restaurant) is warranted. This manual examination is timeconsuming, and hence it is critically important to (1) produce accurate review-level classifiers, to identify foodborne illness cases while not showing epidemiologists large numbers of false-positive cases; and (2) annotate the flagged reviews to help the epidemiologists in their decision-making. We propose to apply our segment classification approach to this important public health application. By identifying which review segments discuss food poisoning, epidemiologists could focus on the relevant portions of the review and safely ignore the rest. As we will see, our evaluation will focus on Yelp restaurant reviews. Discovering foodborne illness is fundamentally different from sentiment classification, because the mentions of food poisoning incidents in Yelp are rare. Furthermore, even reviews mentioning foodborne illness often include multiple sentences unrelated to foodborne illness (see Figure 1 ).
Problem Definition
Consider a text review for an entity, with M contiguous segments r = (s 1 , . . . , s M ). Segments may have a variable number of words and different reviews may have a different number of segments. A discrete label y r ∈ [C] is provided for each review but the individual segment labels are not provided. Our goal is to train a segmentlevel classifier that, given an unseen test review r t = (s t 1 , s t 2 , . . . , s t Mt ), predicts a label p i ∈ [C] for each segment and then aggregates the segment labels to infer the review label y t r ∈ [C] for r t .
Non-Hierarchical Baselines
We can address the problem described in Section 2.4 without using hierarchical approaches such as MIL. In fact, the hierarchical structure of Figure 2 for the MIL-based deep networks adds a level of complexity that has not been empirically justified, giving rise to the following question: do performance gains in current MIL-based models stem from their hierarchical structure or just from the representational power of their deep learning components?
We explore this question by evaluating a class of simpler non-hierarchical baselines: deep neural networks trained at the review level (without encoding and classifying individual segments) and applied at the segment level by treating each test segment as if it were a short "review." While the distribution of input length is different during training and testing, we will show that this class of non-hierarchical models is quite competitive and sometime outperforms MIL-based networks with inappropriate modeling choices.
Hierarchical Sigmoid Attention Networks
We now describe the details of our MIL-based hierarchical approach, which we call Hierarchical Sigmoid Attention Network (HSAN). HSAN works in three steps to process a review, following the general architecture in Figure 2: (1) each segment s i in the review is encoded as a fixed-size vector using word embeddings and CNNs (Kim, 2014) :
(2) each segment encoding h i is classified using a softmax classifier with parameters W ∈ R and b ∈ R:
and (3) a review prediction p is computed as an aggregation function of the segment predictions p 1 , . . . , p M from the previous step. A key contribution of our work is the motivation, definition, and evaluation of a suitable aggregation function for HSAN, a critical design issue for MIL-based models. The choice of aggregation function has a substantial impact on the performance of MIL-based models and should depend on the specific assumptions about the relationship between bags and instances (Carbonneau et al., 2018) . Importantly, the performance of MIL algorithms depends on the witness rate (WR), which is defined as the proportion of positive instances in positive bags. For example, when WR is very low (which is the case in our public health application), using the uniform average as an aggregation function in MIL is not an appropriate modeling choice, because the contribution of the few positive instances to the bag label is outweighed by that of the negative instances.
The choice of the uniform average of segment predictions (Kotzias et al., 2015) is also problematic because particular segments of reviews might be more informative than other segments for the task at hand and thus should contribute with higher weights to the computation of the review label.
For this reason, we opt for the weighted average (Pappas and Popescu-Belis, 2014; Angelidis and Lapata, 2018) :
(1)
The weights α 1 , . . . , α M ∈ [0, 1] define the relative contribution of the corresponding segments s 1 , . . . , s M to the review label. To estimate the segment weights, we adopt the attention mechanism (Bahdanau et al., 2015) . In contrast to MIL-NET (Angelidis and Lapata, 2018) , which uses the traditional softmax attention, we propose to use the sigmoid attention. Sigmoid attention is both functionally and semantically different from softmax attention and is more suitable for our problem, as we show next. The probabilistic interpretation of softmax attention is that of a categorical latent variable z ∈ {1, . . . , M } that represents the index of the segment to be selected from the M segments (Kim et al., 2017) . The attention probability distribution is:
where:
where h i are context-dependent segment vectors computed using bi-directional GRUs (Bi-GRUs), W a ∈ R m×n and b a ∈ R n are the attention model's weight and bias parameter, respectively, and u a ∈ R m is the "attention query" vector parameter. The probabilistic interpretation of Equation 2 suggests that, when using the softmax attention, exactly one segment should be considered important under the constraint that the weights of all segments sum to one. This property of the softmax attention to prioritize one instance explains the successful application of the mechanism for problems such as machine translation (Bahdanau et al., 2015) , where the role of attention is to align each target word to (usually) one of the M words from the source language. However, softmax attention is not well suited for estimating the aggregation function weights for our problem, where multiple segments usually affect the review-level prediction.
We hence propose using the sigmoid attention mechanism to compute the weights α 1 , . . . , α M . In particular, we replace softmax in Equation (2) with the sigmoid (logistic) function:
With sigmoid attention, the computation of the attention weight α i does not depend on scores e j for j = i. Indeed, the probabilistic interpretation of sigmoid attention is a vector z of discrete latent variables z = [z 1 , . . . , z M ], where z i ∈ {0, 1} (Kim et al., 2017) . In other words, the relative importance of each segment is modeled as a Bernoulli distribution. The sigmoid attention probability distribution is:
This probabilistic model indicates that z 1 , . . . , z M are conditionally independent given e 1 , . . . , e M . Therefore, sigmoid attention allows multiple segments, or even no segments, to be selected. This property of sigmoid attention explains why it is more appropriate for our problem. Also, as we will see in the next sections, using the sigmoid attention is the key modeling change needed in MILbased hierarchical networks to outperform nonhierarchical baselines for segment-level classification. Attention mechanisms using sigmoid activation have also been recently applied for tasks different than segment-level classification of reviews (Shen and Lee, 2016; Kim et al., 2017; Rei and Søgaard, 2018) . Our work differs from these approaches in that we use the sigmoid attention mechanism for the MIL aggregation function of Equation 1, i.e., we aggregate segment labels p i (instead of segment vectors h i ) into a single review label p (instead of review vectors h).
We summarize our HSAN architecture in Figure 3 . HSAN follows the MIL framework and thus it does not require segment labels for training. Instead, we only use ground-truth review labels and jointly learn the model parameters by minimizing the negative log-likelihood of the model parameters. Even though a single label is available for each review, our model allows different segments of the review to receive different labels. Thus, we can appropriately handle reviews such as that in Figure 1 and assign a mix of positive and negative segment labels, even when the review as a whole has a negative (2-star) rating.
Experiments
We now turn to another key contribution of our paper, namely, the evaluation of critical aspects of hierarchical approaches and also our HSAN approach. For this, we focus on two important and fundamentally different, real-world applications: segment-level sentiment classification and the discovery of foodborne illness in restaurant reviews.
Experimental Settings
For segment-level sentiment classification, we use the Yelp'13 corpus with 5-star ratings (Tang et al., 2015) and the IMDB corpora with 10-star ratings (Diao et al., 2014) . We do not use segment labels for training any models except the fully supervised Seg-* baselines (see below). For evaluating the segment-level classification performance on Yelp'13 and IMDB, we use the SPOT-Yelp and SPOT-IMDB datasets, respectively (Angelidis and Lapata, 2018) , annotated at two levels of granularity, namely, sentences (SENT) and Elementary Discourse Units (EDUs) 1 (see Table 1 ). For dataset statistics and implementation details, see the supplementary material.
For the discovery of foodborne illness, we use a dataset of Yelp restaurant reviews, manually labeled by epidemiologists in the New York City Department of Health and Mental Hygiene. Each review is assigned a binary label ("Sick" vs. "Not Sick"). To test the models at the sentence level, epidemiologists have manually annotated each Table 1 : Label statistics for the SPOT datasets. "WR (x)" is the witness rate, meaning the proportion of segments with label x in a review with label x. "Witness (x)" is the average number of segments with label x in a review with label x. "Salient" is the union of the "positive" and "negative" classes.
sentence for a subset of the test reviews (see the supplementary material). In this sentence-level dataset, the WR of the "Sick" class is 0.25, which is significantly lower than the WR on sentiment classification datasets (Table 1) . In other words, the proportion of "Sick" segments in "Sick" reviews is relatively low; in contrast, in sentiment classification the proportion of positive (or negative) segments is relatively high in positive (or negative) reviews. For a robust evaluation of our approach (HSAN), we compare against state-of-the-art models and baselines:
• Rev-*: non-hierarchical models, trained at the review level and applied at the segment level (see Section 3); this family includes a logistic regression classifier trained on review embeddings, computed as the elementwise average of word embeddings ("Rev-LR-EMB"), a CNN ("Rev-CNN") (Kim, 2014) , and a Bi-GRU with attention ("Rev-RNN") (Bahdanau et al., 2015) . For foodborne classification we also report a logistic regression classifier trained on bag-ofwords review vectors ("Rev-LR-BoW"), because it is the best performing model in previous work (Effland et al., 2018) .
• MIL-*: MIL-based hierarchical deep learning models with different aggregation functions. "MIL-avg" computes the review label as the average of the segment-level predictions (Kotzias et al., 2015) . "MIL-softmax" uses the softmax attention mechanism -this is the best performing MILNET model reported in (Angelidis and Lapata, 2018 ) ("MIL-NETgt"). "MIL-sigmoid" uses the sigmoid attention mechanism as we propose in Section 4 (HSAN model). All MIL-* models have the hierarchical structure of Figure 2 and for comparison reasons we use the same functions for segment encoding (ENC) and segment classification (CLF), namely, a CNN and a softmax classifier, respectively.
For the evaluation of hierarchical non-MIL networks such as the hierarchical classifier of Yang et al. (2016) , see Angelidis and Lapata (2018) .
Here, we ignore this class of models as they have been outperformed by MILNET. The above models require only review-level labels for training, which is the scenario of focus of this paper. For comparison purposes, we also evaluate a family of fully supervised baselines trained at the segment level:
• Seg-*: fully supervised baselines using SPOT segment labels for training. "Seg-LR" is a logistic regression classifier trained on segment embeddings, which are computed as the element-wise average of the corresponding word embeddings. We also report the CNN baseline ("Seg-CNN"), which was evaluated in Angelidis and Lapata (2018) . Seg-* baselines are evaluated using 10-fold cross-validation on the SPOT dataset.
For sentiment classification, we evaluate the models using the macro-averaged F1 score. For foodborne classification, we report both macroaveraged F1 and recall scores (for more metrics, see the supplementary material).
Experimental Results
Sentiment Classification: Table 2 reports the evaluation results on SPOT datasets for both sentence-and EDU-level classification. The Seg-* baselines are not directly comparable with other models, as they are trained at the segment level on the (relatively small) SPOT datasets with segment labels. The more complex Seg-CNN model does not significantly improve over the simpler Seg-LR, perhaps due to the small training set available at the segment level.
Rev-CNN outperforms Seg-CNN in three out of the four datasets. Although Rev-CNN is trained at the review level (but is applied at the segment level), it is trained with 10 times as many examples as Seg-CNN. This suggests that, for the non-hierarchical CNN models, review-level training may be advantageous with more training examples. In addition, Rev-CNN outperforms Rev-LR-EMB, indicating that the fine-tuned features extracted by the CNN are an improvement over the pre-trained embeddings used by Rev-LR-EMB. Rev-CNN outperforms MIL-avg and has comparable performance to MILNET: nonhierarchical deep learning models trained at the review level and applied at the segment level are strong baselines, because of their representational power. Thus, the Rev-* model class should be evaluated and compared with MIL-based hierarchical models for applications where segment labels are not available.
Interestingly, MIL-sigmoid (HSAN) consistently outperforms all models, including MIL-avg, MIL-softmax (MILNET), and the Rev-* baselines. This shows that:
1. the choice of aggregation function of MILbased classifiers heavily impacts classification performance; and 2. MIL-based hierarchical networks can indeed outperform non-hierarchical networks when the appropriate aggregation function is used.
We emphasize that we use the same ENC and CLF functions across all MIL-based models to show that performance gains stem solely from the choice of aggregation function. Given that HSAN consistently outperforms MILNET in all datasets for segment-level sentiment classification, we conclude that the choice of sigmoid attention for aggregation is a better fit than softmax for this task. The difference in performance between HSAN and MILNET is especially pronounced on the *-EDU datasets. We explain this behavior with the statistics of Table 1 : "Witness (Salient)" is higher in *-EDU datasets compared to *-SENT datasets. In other words, *-EDU datasets contain more segments that should be considered important than *-SENT datasets. This implies that the attention model needs to "attend" to more segments in the case of *-EDU datasets: as we argued in Section 4, this is best modeled by sigmoid attention.
Foodborne Illness Discovery: Table 3 reports the evaluation results for both review-and sentence-level foodborne classification. 2 For more detailed results, see the supplementary material. Rev-LR-EMB has significantly lower F1 score than Rev-CNN and Rev-RNN: representing a review as the uniform average of the word embeddings is not an appropriate modeling choice for this task, where only a few segments in each review are relevant to the positive class.
MIL-sigmoid (HSAN) achieves the highest F1 score among all models for review-level classification. MIL-avg has lower F1 score compared to other models: as discussed in Section 2.2, in applications where the value of WR is very low (here WR=0.25), the uniform average is not an appropriate aggregation function for MIL.
Applying the best classifier reported in Effland et al. (2018) (Rev-LR-BoW) for sentence-level classification leads to high precision but very low recall. On the other hand, the MIL-* models outperform the Rev-* models in F1 score (with the exception of MIL-avg, which has lower F1 score than Rev-RNN): the MIL framework is appropriate for this task, especially when the weighted average is used for the aggregation function. The significant difference in recall and F1 score between different MIL-based models highlights once again the importance of choosing the appropriate aggregation function. MIL-sigmoid consistently outperforms MIL-softmax in all metrics, showing that the sigmoid attention properly encodes the hierarchical structure of reviews. MIL-sigmoid also outperforms all other models in all metrics. Also, MIL-sigmoid's recall is 48.6% higher than that of Rev-LR-BoW. In other words, MIL-sigmoid detects more sentences relevant to foodborne illness than Rev-LR-BoW, which is especially desirable for this application, as discussed next.
Important Segment Highlighting Fine-grained predictions could potentially help epidemiologists to quickly focus on the relevant portions of the reviews and safely ignore the rest. Figure 4 shows how the segment predictions and attention scores predicted by HSAN -with the highest recall and F1 score among all models that we evaluatedcould be used to highlight important sentences of a review. We highlight sentences in red if the corresponding attention scores exceed a pre-defined threshold. In this example, high attention scores are assigned by HSAN to sentences that mention food poisoning or symptoms related to food poisoning. (For more examples, see the supplementary material.) This is particularly important because reviews on Yelp and other platforms can be long, with many irrelevant sentences surrounding the truly important ones for the task at hand. The fine-grained predictions produced by our model could inform a graphical user interface in health departments for the inspection of candidate reviews. Such an interface would allow epidemiologists to examine reviews more efficiently and, ultimately, more effectively.
Conclusions and Future Work
We presented a Multiple Instance Learning-based model for fine-grained text classification that requires only review-level labels for training but produces both review-and segment-level labels. Our first contribution is the observation that nonhierarchical deep networks trained at the review level and applied at the segment level (by treating each test segment as if it were a short "review") are surprisingly strong and perform comparably or better than MIL-based hierarchical networks with a variety of aggregation functions. Our second contribution is a new MIL aggregation Figure 4 : HSAN's fine-grained predictions for a Yelp review: for each sentence, HSAN provides one binary label (Pred) and one attention score (Att). A sentence is highlighted if its attention score is greater than 0.1.
function based on the sigmoid attention mechanism, which explicitly allows multiple segments to contribute to the review-level classification decision with different weights. We experimentally showed that the sigmoid attention is the key modeling change needed for MIL-based hierarchical networks to outperform the non-hierarchical baselines for segment-level sentiment classification. Our third contribution is the application of our weakly supervised approach to the important public health application of foodborne illness discovery in online restaurant reviews. We showed that our MIL-based approach has a higher chance than all previous models to identify unknown foodborne outbreaks, and demonstrated how its finegrained segment annotations can be used to highlight the segments that were considered important for the computation of the review-level label.
In future work, we plan to consider alternative techniques for segment encoding (ENC), such as pre-trained transformer-based language models (Devlin et al., 2019; Radford et al., 2018) , which we expect to further boost our method's performance. We also plan to quantitatively evaluate the extent to which the fine-grained predictions of our model help epidemiologists to efficiently examine candidate reviews and to interpret classification decisions. Indeed, choosing segments of the review text that explain the review-level decisions can help interpretability (Lei et al., 2016; Yessenalina et al., 2010; Biran and Cotton, 2017) . Another important direction for future work is to study if minimal supervision at the fine-grain level, either in the form of expert labels or rationales (Bao et al., 2018) , could effectively guide the weakly supervised models. This kind of supervision is especially desirable to satisfy prior beliefs about the intended role of fine-grained predictions in downstream applications. We believe that building this kind of fine-grained models is particularly desirable when model predictions are used by humans to take concrete actions in the real world.
